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Background(1/3)

� MicroRNAs (miRNAs) can play 
important regulatory roles.

� It will provide a regulatory way 
to cure cancer. 



Background(2/3)

� The past methods for detecting miRNAs.

� MiRscan: for nematodes and human

� MiRseeker: for insects

� MIRcheck & MIRFINDER: for plants

� They all utilize comparative genomics information.

� All those existing methods cannot be used to predict new miRNAs
that have never appear. 

� For a species that does not have a closely related species 
sequenced, its miRNAs cannot be found by comparative genomics 
approaches.



Background(3/3)

� The ability to distinguish 
pseudo vs. real pre-miRNAs is 
essential in the computational 
identification of novel and 
species-specific miRNAs.

� In this study, we focus on the 
ab initio classification of real 
pre-miRNA from other hairpin 
sequences with similar stem-
loop features (we call them as 
pseudo pre-miRNAs).
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Local Contiguous Structure-
Sequence Features(1/4)

� We propose a set of features that combines the hairpin structures 
with sequence information to characterize the real vs. pseudo pre-
miRNAs.

� The features focus on the information of every 3 adjacent 
nucleotides on the stem, and we name them as triplet elements.



Local Contiguous Structure-
Sequence Features(2/4)

� The triplet element is composed of the 3 adjacent nucleotides 
structures and the middle nucleotide type.
� paired sub-structure: brackets "(" or ")"

� unpaired sub-structure: dots ".“

� nucleotide type: U/A/C/G
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Local Contiguous Structure-
Sequence Features(3/4)



Local Contiguous Structure-
Sequence Features(4/4)



Classification Method of SVM(1/3)

� SVM (Support Vector Machine) has been widely used in 
classification.

� If we have some data sets of things classified without knowing 
the rules used for classification, when a new data set comes, 
SVM can predict which set it should belong to.



Classification Method of SVM(2/3)

� SVM has been widely applied to the prediction and classification of 
important biology signals.

� promoters

� translation initiation sites

� splicing sites

� proteins

� new virus miRNAs

� functional siRNAs

� SVM is used to classify the real and pseudo pre-miRNAs based on 
the hairpin structure features.



Classification Method of SVM(3/3)



The distribution of miRNAs on human 
genome

� Intronic miRNA (~1/3) 
� synthesis by polymerase II

� Intergenic miRNA (~2/3)
� synthesis by polymerase III

� miRNA gene in alternatively spliced exons (rare)
� synthesis by polymerase II 

� splice out by alternative splicing 

� Total experimentally validated miRNA sequences (474)

� Reference: miRBase
� Nucleic Acids Res., Jan 2004; 32: D109 - D111 

� http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/

� Reference: miRNAMAP
� Nucleic Acids Res., Jan 2006; 34: D135 - D139

� http://mirnamap.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/php/index.php



Results by SVM Classification of real 
vs. pseudo pre-miRNAs(1/2)
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Results by SVM Classification of real 
vs. pseudo pre-miRNAs(2/2)



Conclusion

� It was largely limited to classifying miRNA sequences that fold into 
secondary structures without multiple loops.

� It might be necessary to reconsider what we previously regard as
new miRNAs features.

� The method SVM might be used in other fields of biology.

pre-miRNA without multiple loops pre-miRNA with multiple loops
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